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SCENE FADES IN.


EXT. COUNTRY ROAD - NIGHT

We are in a desert type place, with just a road and dirt, mountains can be seen in the background, we can also see a Nissan Skyline parked on the side,  the vehicle looks to be broken down as a couple in their late 30’s try their best to fix it.

The couple is Martin Lui, 39, Asian, Bald and wears glasses, meanwhile his wife, Mai Em Lui, 37, Long Black Hair with a mild tan.

		
MARTIN
How the hell does this happen?

MAI
I don’t know Martin? Did you change the oil before we left?

MARTIN
Yes!

MAI
The Diff?

MARTIN
Yes!

MAI
You just bought this car

MARTIN
No Shit! It’s got to be something else.

Mai takes a look at the tyres and notices that the back left tyre has been wounded and has semi deflated.

MAI
Martin, I found the problem, we need the jack.

Once Mai turns around, Martin is not in sight but something else is, a dark figure wearing a raincoat with a rain hat making his face invisible to us, standing in front of a tow truck, (How we didn’t hear it come it a mystery to us), the figure breaks his silence.

FIGURE
You need some assistance Miss?

We now know that his voice is slowly altered.

MAI
Can you help us?

FIGURE
Sure, that’s what I’m here for

MAI
Thank You, but I can’t leave without my husband!

FIGURE
Husband? I thought it was just you?

MAI
No my husband and I were taking a trip through here to Brisbane.

FIGURE
(Ignoring the Pleas for her Husband)
Heck, I like Brisbane, I tell ya what? Why don’t we take that vehicle of your’s to my shop and call the local police, they’ll find him.

MAI
(Sighs)
I guess So.

FIGURE
Good!
(Sinister)
I knew you would say that!

Mai seems lost to what the figure has said, we then close in on the Figure who reaches into his coat and pulls out a tranquilizer gun and fires it at Mai’s neck, Mai takes it in the neck and then falls.

CLOSE UP

The Figure face slowly becomes semi visible.

The Figure then walks over to Mai’s body and loads it in the Nissan, 

INT. NISSIAN - NIGHT

Mai’s body is placed on the back seat, we also see Martin’s body next to her, we close in on a spot on Martin’s neck, and obviously he had been shot as well.

EXT. COUNTRY ROAD - NIGHT

We get a shot of the Tow Truck taking off down the lonely road with the Nissan Skyline attached to the back of the truck.

(Opening Credits roll with the tune of “The Omen by DMX and Marilyn Manson” playing over)


CAPTIONS: 24th NOVEMBER 2005


EXT. DURAN BAY - DAY

(“Down Under by Men at Work”)

A shot of a quiet Harbour side, Australian town in the middle of no where, the focus now goes down the inner streets where they have a Supermarket, Pub, Take Away, Motels, Beach Houses, A Boatyard and a Church, we gets glimpses of various people.

INT. CAR - DAY

We are now on the street with a car full of hour university students, the driver is Sam Douglas, 19, Australian Decent, your typical surfie, in the passenger side is his girlfriend Leah Dawson, 20, Long Brown Hair, Striking good looks and an intelligent one at that, in the back seat are their two friends, Adam Calauci, 20, Italian, broad with short black hair and dons a great muscle tone and his girlfriend Hayley Marsden, 20, Long Blonde beauty, Model Material and is a real outgoing woman.

ADAM
So Sam, how far is it to the party?

SAM
Were nearly there

HAYLEY
First were stopping in a motel and buying drinks for tonight, in case you guys forgot, there not serving breezers.

Sam and Adam laugh.


SAM
Typical chicks, always the lolly water.

HAYLEY
Oh shut up dick

ADAM
Come on Hails, the kid is right

HAYLEY
Kid being the keyword

SAM
Hey, my teen days will be over next April

HAYLEY
Don’t you mean next decade?

All Laugh except Sam who flips Hayley off then turns to Leah who has been quiet for most of the trip.

SAM
Aren’t you going to back me up here?

Leah doesn’t reply

SAM
(More concerned)
Leah! What’s wrong! If you’re still eating yourself up about your mother, then you got to move on….

LEAH
It’s not me, it’s my dad, his going to be alone for the next two weeks and I worry.

SAM
(Sighs)
How about this, when we get to a phone, give him a call, will that help?

Leah turns and smiles at Sam.

LEAH
Yeah I guess so.

SAM
That’s my girl.

Sam gives Leah a quick kiss on the lips.

ADAM
If this love fest is over, we can get back into your party mode because we have two weeks of alcohol, weed and plenty of fun ahead of us.

HAYLEY
Agreed baby

SAM
Oh Hell Yeah, Leah?

LEAH
You are on!

EXT. CAR DAY

The car pulls into the motel.

EXT. RESEARCH FACILITY - DAY

We see a shot of an old run down Research Facility, the building looks to have been abandoned for a long time now.

INT. RESEARCH FACILITY - DAY

Inside we can see a lot of scientific equipment decked out; we close in on a door that says TESTING LAB

INT. RESEARCH FACILITY - TESTING LAB - DAY

Much like any other science lab, Bunsen burners, beakers, flasks laid out on the table, in use, further back we can see two holding tanks with a body in each one, connected to a lot of tubing, in the tanks are Martin and Mai lifeless.

FIGURE
(Voice Over)
So is my first experiment ready.

The Figure from last night was walked in, still in his rain coat and rain hat, he stands in front of the tanks, taking off his coat to reveal he is wearing a white smokey coloured cloak, then off comes the hat to reveal a white man, black spikey hair, he is wearing a pendant of a pentagram dangling from his neck, he turns around and we now know he has red pupils in his eyes, he walks over to his desk and the name plate reveals DR. WILLIAM DRAKO, he punches in a few keys on his computer and the tanks start to shake a bit.

DRAKO
Once the mutation is complete, then all hell will brake loose.

Drako then pulls a lever, opening up the tanks, the bodies fall out and the water containing them spills to the floor, down a drain metres away from where Drako is standing, but are supported by the tubing that’s connected to their skin.

The tubing suddenly becomes unstuck and the bodies of Martin and Mai fall to the ground, Drako’s smile grows wider, Martin rises from the ground, suddenly his body begins to change shape, his arms and legs grow longer, breaking through his clothing, he starts getting more and more hair as they grow, his face begins to extend in the shape of a dog, it is obvious that he has become a Werewolf, with that he lets out a large growl.

DRAKO
That will be all.

Drako puts his hands together in delight and turns to Mai who is still on the ground.

DRAKO
So now, did the process work for you my child?

CLOSE UP

Mai’s eyes rapidly open, the view pulls back and reveals that her face has moulded, she is now a vampire, much like the ones from buffy, and she gets to her feet and takes a growl, then runs out the door.

The Werewolf is still in the room standing in front of Drako.

DRAKO
I hope you’re not going to do that.

The Werewolf just takes breaths and stares into Drako’s eyes, Drako pulls out a piece of paper and opens it up, it is an invitation to a rave party in the area.

DRAKO
(Holding Up the Invite)
You go here and pick your friends.

The Werewolf takes that order into account and proceeds out the door.

DRAKO
Yes, once those two do their jobs, my army will be complete and then we can move on.

Drako lets out an evil laugh.

EXT. RESEARCH FACILITY - DUSK

The laugh carries through the shot.

EXT. FISHERMAN’S BENDER - DUSK

The Fishermen’s Bender is the local pub in the town.

INT. FISHERMEN’S BENDER - DUSK

Much like any other bar, tables, chairs, pool table, juke box and a pay phone, but we pan our attention to the pay phone area where Leah is trying to get through to her Dad.

LEAH
(Into Phone)
Hey Dad!
(Pause)
We made it to Duran Bay
(Pause)
We at this pub called Fishermen’s Bender
(Line Cuts Out)

Leah clicks the phone three times before hanging it up, she then regroups with her friends who are sitting down at a table, drinking.

INT. FISHERMEN’S BENDER - BAR - DUSK

At the bar is an old man by the name of Ray Watson, Late 50s, barrel chested Australian, white hair, unshaven and an old Vietnam veteran.

Ray is sitting by the bar, downing shots by the minute.

The bartender, Steve, Early 50s and the owner of this establishment leans over to Ray.

STEVE
Haven’t you had enough Raymond?

RAY
(Tipsy)
Hell No!

Steve pulls away and goes to clean some glasses.


INT. FISHERMEN’S BENDER - EATING AREA - DUSK

In the eating area is a young mother Stacy Reed, 27, Long Blonde Hair, Good Looks and a hard working mother and her son Ryan, 8, Short Brown Hair, Bright and wears a Batman T-Shirt.

They are both eating their dinner.

RYAN
Mum? How come I never see Dad anymore?

Stacy puts down her knife and fork and sighs.

STACY
Well Ryan, you’re father
(Stutters)
Your father has gone away!

RYAN
Where?

STACY
Somewhere else

RYAN
But where, Mummy?

STACY
(sighs)
Ryan, I’ll tell you when you’re a bit older, for now just eat you’re dinner

Ryan takes in what his mother has told him and continues to eat his dinner.


INT. FISHERMEN’S BENDER - BACKROOM - DUSK

The backroom is Steve’s Office, sitting at Steve’s desk is his daughter Megan, 18, Short Brown hair and a student at the local High School.

She is sitting down, doing homework.

The door opens, Megan looks up from her books and sees her father step in.

MEGAN
Dad!

STEVE
Megan, how’s the studies?

MEGAN
Getting there!

STEVE
Yeah it can be stressful at this time of year.

MEGAN
Tell me about it.

STEVE
Listen, I’m going to need you in soon, those schoolies kids will fill the place up tonight.

MEGAN
Great!

STEVE
Hey! None of them will fuck with you, not with my daughter anyway.

Megan smiles at her father.

MEGAN
Thanks Dad


EXT. DURAN BAY POLICE STATION - DUSK

A typical country police station

INT. DURAN BAY POLICE STATION - DUSK

A few officers working at their desks and a holding cell with one prisoner occupying it.

The prisoner is Dean Brolly, 21, Semi long brown hair, decent muscle tone, tattoo of a Scorpion on his left arm, wearing a white singlet, blue jeans and is a runaway.

He is sleeping on the bed in his cell.

The three cops working the desk are Constable Rodney Price, 37, Short Brown hair with goatee and a real prick.
Officer Harrison Jones, 45, Black Hair, Handsome Man and a straight shooter.

Senior Sargent Peter Fields, 55, Chubby, Grey Hair and a true man of the law.

The three cops are sitting back, sipping on some tea, Fields turns his attention to his prisoner.

FIELDS
Hey Brolly!

Dean doesn’t answer.

FIELD
Brolly!!!

Dean still doesn’t answer.

FIELD
(To his Constables)
Wake his ass up.

Constables Price and Jones get out of their seats, Jones is carrying a bucket of water, they stand in front of Dean’s cell, in view, Dean is sleeping with his back turned to the officers.

PRICE
You ready?

Jones looks at Price and smiles.

PRICE
Then Go!

Jones slings the water at Dean, hitting him in the face, Dean gets up in a fit.

DEAN
What the fuck?

PRICE
Rise and shine asshole

DEAN
Oh great police work there

PRICE
In your case it was

DEAN
That’s not fair, I have my rights, the right to rest and pray that I’m out of here anytime this week

PRICE
What’s the matter? Big day today?

DEAN
You’d have no idea

PRICE
Been on the run from Joovie have we?

JONES
It’s a good thing we picked you up

DEAN
Even better if you didn’t, cock sucker

Price gets angry.

PRICE
That’s it smart arse!

Price reaches for the keys to the cell while Jones tries to hold him back.

FIELDS
(V.O.)
Enough!

Fields walks into picture holding a piece of paper.

FIELDS
(To Price)
You may as well go into town, see what those schoolies kids are up to?

PRICE
Yes Sir

Price grabs his jacket and keys from his desk.

PRICE
Those schoolies chicks are fucking hot!

DEAN
Gee Rodney? Can’t cut it with girls your own age??

Price turns around and is about to say something.

FILED
(To Price)
Go now!

PRICE
(To Jones)
Club that asshole for me will ya?

With that Price leaves the station.

Jones pulls out his nite stick.

FIELD
No Constable, we don’t need anymore charges of police brutality here
(Looks at Dean)
Specially with a big mouth like him.


EXT. DURAN BAY POLICE STATION - NIGHT

The night sky has just risen above the station.

INT. RAVE PARTY - NIGHT

At the farmland, a Rave party is in effect, people drinking and dancing, loud techno music pumping through the speakers, we get shots of people doing all those things, we focus on the DJ’s pad.

INT. RAVE PARTY - DJ PAD - NIGHT

The DJ is above everyone else, spinning those records, he is dressed in a beanie, colourful T-shirt and black pants.

Suddenly Mai turns up on the Pad next to him, The DJ is stunned.

DJ
Hey there!

Mai
Hey yourself!

DJ turns around to chuck on another record, then turns back to find Mai not there.

DJ
Where the fuck did she go?

The DJ shrugs off her strange disappearance and continues to jam, the DJ takes a look up at the sky, without warning, Mai who is now in vampire form drops on the DJ, she has him pinned down, the DJ screams but it does no good as the music is too loud for anybody to hear him.

CLOSE UP

Mai takes a bite into the DJ’s neck.

INT. RAVE PARTY - DANCE FLOOR - NIGHT

People continue to dance, but then, Martin, in werewolf form bursts onto the scene and begins to mutilate people as he goes by.

It’s panic station at the moment, people begin to scream and run, Mai joins the scene again and bites into a few party goers.


INT. DURAN BAY POLICE STATION - NIGHT

Senior Sargent Fields and Constable Jones are sitting at their desks, drinking coffee.

The Radio frequency begins to fizzle, both policemen jump to their feet.

RADIO
(V.O.)
We have extreme pandemodeim down here, we need every Officer on and off duty down here now, and!!!!!!!!!!!

The radio cuts out.

FIELD
(To Jones)
Go find out where that came from, I’ll stay here with Dean.

Jones grabs his hat and his gun and heads outside.



DEAN
(V.O.)
What the hell was that?

FIELD
Never you mind, just shut the fuck up.

Suddenly the window smashes and something lands on one of the desks, Field goes over to inspect, it is the HEAD of Constable Jones, Field looks away in disgust, he draws his pistol and slowly moves outside.


EXT. DURAN BAY POLICE STATION - NIGHT

Senior Sargent Fields slowly moves out the door, pistol in hand, standing 10 feet from him is a werewolf, he opens fire but the wolf retreats.

Fields heads for one of the police cars, he opens the door and climbs in.


INT. POLICE CAR - NIGHT

Fields is in, he starts up the motor, he gives it a few pushes.

Behind him is the DJ, now a vampire, in the back seat, Fields spots him in his rear view mirror, but it becomes too late as the DJ takes a bite into Fields shoulder, Field pulls away and clocks the DJ in the head with the end of the pistol.

FIELDS
Fucking freak, want to bite me?

Field measures his pistol at the DJ.

FIELDS
Bite this!

The gun goes off and the DJ’s remains stain the back window.

Fields starts the engine and drives off, he turns a corner, but turns it too fast and ends up crashing the vehicle into a wall, knocking it down, the wall was the one behind the holding cell.




INT. POLICE STATION - HOLDING CELL - NIGHT

Dean stands back from the crash, he then moves toward the smashed police car and has a peak out, he spots a few vampires outside waiting for him.

Dean reaches into the car for the shotgun in the front seat, as he does, sparks begin to fly.

CLOSE UP

The crashed police car begins to leak petrol.

Dean notices this and jumps back with shotgun in hand.

BOOM

The car goes up in flames as Dean watches on, he then turns his attention to the three vampires(obviously from Rave Party) continue to get closer to him.

Dean
Hell fucking no!

Dean loads up the gun and fires at one of them, collecting the vampire in the chest, Dean fires off another round taking down another, one more to go, Dean loads up again and fires! Taking out the last one perfectly.


INT. POLICE STATION - WEAPONS ROOM - NIGHT

We look inside and we see weapons such as Beretta's, Automatic Shotguns, Sawed Off Shotguns, Combat Shotguns.

Dean walks in, armed with an automatic, he looks around and sees the amazing weaponry in front of him.

DEAN
This is what i'm talking about.

Dean walks to one of the shelves and starts putting the guns into a duffle bag by his feet.

As his packing his bag, a crispy figure is standing in the doorway, we know the crispy figure is Senoir Sargent Fields, now a vampire and burned to a crisp.

Dean notices something is not right and turns around to face the former cop.

DEAN
Who the fuck let you out of the fire?

CRISPY
(distorted)
Me!

Crispy then files onto Dean, sending him onto his back and losing grip of his gun.

The gun slides over to the right of the room.

Dean and Crispy begin to wrestle, Crispy has the upper hand as he is about to bite Dean, but his eyes spot something else.


CLOSE UP

A tatoo of a crucifix on Dean's right inner arm.

END CLOSE UP

Crispy shrieks and staggers back against the left wall of the room, Dean uses it to his advantage and rises to his feet and stands over the fallen Crispy.

DEAN
Crispy not like the cross?

Crispy screams.

Dean takes two of the shotguns and makes a crucifix out of them and presents it to Crispy.

Crispy sheriks again and Dean laughs.

DEAN
Does it hurt, mother fucker?

Dean takes it away but Crispy still hides his eyes.

DEAN
You can look now!

Crispy slowly reveales his eyes but there met with two shotguns pointing right at them.

DEAN
Some people are so fucking gallable! 

Dean fires both guns off and blows Crispys head clean off


EXT. POLICE STATION - NIGHT

Dean runs around the corner, he finds a series of vehicles in the parking lot, he spots another police car, then turns his attention to a police van, much like a booze bus, it passes Dean’s approval.

DEAN
Oh shit yeah!


INT. FISHERMEN’S BENDER - NIGHT

The scene is pretty much how we left it when we were last there, except Constable Price is sitting at the bar next to Ray, Ray who by now is drunk and has fallen asleep on the bar.

We cut back in on the four schoolies.

ADAM
We got to get our asses up to the party.

Sam finishes his beer.

SAM
I got to take a piss before we go.

The other sigh 

LEAH
For god sakes hurry up

ADAM
Yeah don’t pee your pants now

Sam turns around and gives the one finger salute to Adam.

Adam just laughs it off.


INT. FISHERMEN’S BENDER - BATHROOM - NIGHT

Sam is at the urinal, taking a piss, he finishes up and goes over to wash his hands, as he is he notices the window open, he turns off the tap and goes over to the window, he takes a peak outside.

SAM
What the fuck?

Suddenly the scene cuts out.


INT. FISHERMEN’S BENDER - NIGHT

Leah, Hayley and Adam are waiting at the table for Sam to return.

Ray decides to wake up, he pulls out his wallet and plants the money on the bar, he rises from his seat and heads for the door, when he gets there, he looks out to see the street in total chaos, Vampires biting into the towns people, the Werewolf ripping people apart.

RAY
Jesus Christ!

Everyone gets up and goes to the window, they look on in disgust.

STACY
Oh my god, what are they doing?

PRICE
What the hell is that thing?

Price is pointing at the Werewolf, 20 feet from the door.

Steve steps in.

STEVE
Whatever they are, there not coming in here, barricade the place.

Everyone begins to grab tables and set them in front of the doors and windows, the doorstep is flooded with vampires.

HAYLEY
Those things are fucking scary 

ADAM
They touch you and their fucked!

Stacy can be seen putting the last chair over the window.

Suddenly Sam, now a vampire, springs out from a dark spot and jumps on Stacy’s back.

The three schoolies notice and Leah begins to sherik.

LEAH
Sam, What the hell?

Sam bites Stacy’s neck and throws her down, then turns his attention to Leah and her friends, Ryan charges at Sam, windmill style, Sam just slaps Ryan aside and proceeds towards the group.

ADAM
Sam, snap out of it cunt!

SAM
(Distorted)
Never!

Sam jumps on the bar and looks down at everyone.

In the distance we can hear a large vehicle taking off, the sound grows louder, then.

SMASH

A police van backs into the main entrance of the pub, the back doors to the Cruiser open and reveal Dean inside.

DEAN
Yo Surfie!

Sam looks at Dean and growls at him, with that, Dean pulls out a sawed off shotgun and shoots him in the shoulder, sending him back into the alcohol shelf, knocking down bottles and breaking the glass frame, after a pause, Sam rises again with one less arm, with his right shoulder blown apart, Dean takes out a flare, takes off the cap and throws the flare at Sam, igniting him, causing a fire behind the bar.

ADAM
That was my best friend you just killed.

DEAN
Not anymore, he was something else.

ADAM
What then?

DEAN
Get in and I’ll tell you all about it, all of you!

The remaining survivors look at Dean

STEVE
We're not doing a god damn thing you say until you tell us what's going on?

Dean sighs then gives in.

DEAN
OK! this town is being invaded by vampires.

Everybody laughs.

DEAN
Laugh all you want, but when your loved ones begin to grow fangs and feed on each other, thats when it will turn to tears.

PRICE
What the fuck are you doing out of your cell anyway?

DEAN
Dumb ass police officers in this town and your the prime example.

Price doesn't take that too well.

PRICE
Hey you watch it buddy!

Dean raises his shotgun at Price

DEAN
Stay still asshole and let me finish.

ADAM
What about that big thing outside?

DEAN
That would be a Lycan, a.k.a. a werewolf! how it got here is what were going to have to find out, long story short, the entire town is infected, except us.

HAYLEY
What do you propose we do?

DEAN
Find shelter, prefebly a safe one if that and stick together for now, somebody has got to be controling this dark vendetta, but I don't know who?

STEVE
How do you know so much about this?

DEAN
Because I killed five of them already

PRICE
(To everyone)
This bloke is bad news, no job and has spent most of his life in a detention centre, but he escaped and two weeks later we found him hiding out in a drop in center not far from here.

DEAN
(Annoyed)
Look motormouth, myself and the rest of us don't have time for my life story, not that you should be explaining it, what the fuck is the 6'o'clock news for, our personal enjoyment?

STEVE
Looks like were fucked with choices, we may as well go with you, but i'm driving

Dean shrugs his shoulders.

DEAN
Suit yourself

Everyone proceeds inside the Van, Price carries Ryan in, Leah begins to cry as she has just lost her boyfriend, everyone is inside the Cruiser except Hayley and Leah.

DEAN
Come on!

Leah and Hayley then get in the Van, Dean shuts the doors and the Van takes off.

We focus on Stacy’s lifeless body, then her eyes rapidly open and she begins to growl as she is now a vampire.


INT. RESEARCH FACILITY - NIGHT

Drako is staring out his window but his attention is diverted elsewhere when his lap dogs return, in walks the Werewolf, Mai and a few other vampires join the frey.

DRAKO
How did it go?

MAI
We managed to take over the town and now our numbers have grown.

DRAKO
Brilliant! Are the police taken care of?

MAI
According to Martin, everyone but one died.

DRAKO
(Annoyed)
But one is not good enough!

MAI
We have the town contained and the communication lines are all down, nobody will ever know this happened.

DRAKO
Until we make it happen, once the entire town is beaten or at my side, we take the main city, then the country and then the world.

A knock can be heard at one of the side doors, everyone hears it.

DRAKO
(To Werewolf)
Go open it!

The Werewolf goes to the door and pushes it down.

DRAKO
(Angry)
You idiot! I said open it, not brake it!

The other vampires begin to laugh, Drako then looks at them in disappointment so they stop laughing.

At the door is Stacy, she walks in.

DRAKO
So good you have become one of my children.

STACY
If they saw me like this now, they’d kill me.

DRAKO
(Interested)
Who’s they?

STACY
A group of them from the pub, including my son!

DRAKO
Well his not your son anymore, you are mine.
(To Mai and Werewolf)
I thought you two only let one go?

MAI
They must of escaped?

DRAKO
Well you don’t say, find them and kill them!

DRAKO
(Cont.)
Must I do everything!

With that Drako storms off into his office.


INT. VAN - NIGHT

The Van is full with the survivors, Leah, Hayley, Adam, Ray, Megan, Constable Price, Ryan, Dean is sitting in the front, shotgun at side and Steve is behind the wheel, the main focus is Dean and Steve.

DEAN
So that’s your daughter?

Steve turns his head to see his daughter Megan who has the fear of god in her eyes, sitting perfectly still.

STEVE
Yes!

Dean turns to view.

STEVE
(Protective)
Don’t even think about it.

Dean chuckles.

DEAN
You can relax, she’s probably too young for me, still in school?

STEVE
Yes!

DEAN
What year?

STEVE
Year 11, 12 next year

DEAN
Ahh the golden days of HSC, big year, too bad I missed it

STEVE
It is, isn’t it?

DEAN
Yeah! But I became a pretty good Welder in Joovie, can’t re-enter the free world without learning a thing or two in hell

Steve Nods.

DEAN
So where’s the wife?

STEVE
Not here

DEAN
You mean she left you?

STEVE
She died!

DEAN
Really? How?

STEVE
(annoyed)
I think you know all you need to know about my family thank you very much?

DEAN
I guess your right.


INT - VAN - BACK COMPARTMENT - NIGHT

The other seven survivors are sitting down, Leah has her wallet out, she is flicking through the pockets until she pulls out a photo of her and Sam together, happy.

CLOSE UP

Leah’s eyes close and a tear rolls down the left eye.

END CLOSE UP

Leah throws the photo on the ground. Hayley consoles her after the drop, she then goes over to tend to Megan who is in shock after what she has witnessed in her father’s pub.

HAYLEY
Hey!

Megan’s stillness breaks, she turns to face Hayley.

HAYLEY
I know what you’ve seen was pretty tragic, first time you ever seen a dead body.

Megan softly nods.

HAYLEY
Me too, we’ll get through this!

Adam joins the picture.

ADAM
Those cunts stole my best friend and I’m going to find out what made him that monster?

Ray and Price are checking on Ryan who is still concussed.

RAY
How’s the little tacker?

Ray has sobered a bit since the incident.

PRICE
His going to be OK, no serious damage it’s just a knock on the head.

RAY
He took a fair whack!

PRICE
Yeah, that fucker had it coming.

Leah hears this and begins to cry again.

HAYLEY
Good one!

PRICE
Excuse Me!

ADAM
She just lost her boyfriend, a bit of sensitivity wouldn’t go astray Officer?

PRICE
Come on, that idiot Dean said he was something else.

HAYLEY
That’s beside the point, she doesn’t want to hear about it.

PRICE
Well it’s going to get worse if she pines over it all night.

ADAM
Look! Point is, shut the fuck up.

PRICE
I’m the only law enforcement in this cruiser, so show a bit of respect you punk little shit.

ADAM
Your law isn’t going to do shit at this moment, did you see what those things did to the towns people.

PRICE
Yeah and there has to be a way to bring those cunts to their fucking knees, but for now you are still a civilian, so act like one and obey the law.

ADAM
Fuck your law!

PRICE
I’ve locked up pricks like you before, want to join that list wog boy?

Adam looses his cool.

ADAM
That draws the line!

Adam goes face to face with Constable Price, suddenly Leah gets up in a fit.

LEAH
Alright, Stop It!

Adam and Price back away from one another.


EXT. ROAD - NIGHT

The Van pulls up at a Service Station


INT. VAN - NIGHT

LEAH
I’ve had enough bullshit for one hour, can we please just keep this positive, Adam cool down and Constable? Sallow your pride because his right, your law is going to do nothing.


THE VAN STOPS


The slide window from the drivers side to the back compartment opens and Dean’s face appears.

DEAN
If this little bitch session is over, maybe I can get down to some more factors about this little vendetta

ADAM
Why did we stop?

DEAN
We need supplies if were ever going to make it through the night, now after we do our fucking shopping, we need to work out where we can lay low until these satanic cock suckers decide to commit a mass suicide or just plain fuck off, but it has to be somewhere with thick walls.

HAYLEY
What about a mall?

MEGAN
There is none

HAYLEY
No Mall? What a sin!

DEAN
Fuck that then, anywhere else?

PRICE
The station!

DEAN
Oh no, I hate to break your heart but they would be waiting there

MEGAN
Waiting? At a police station?

DEAN
Call it whatever, but the reality is that every other cop
(Points to Price)
But him became nothing but an unhealthy meal to those freaks

RAY
(Cutting In)
How about the church?

DEAN
A holy place and a good idea, seeing as we are dealing with vampires, the church would be our best bet, agreed?

Everybody agrees.

DEAN
Good! Steve fill this big bastard up, Price and Adam come with me and ladies, work out amongst yourselves who’s going to try and sober him(Ray) up.

PRICE
Hang on, who put you in charge?

DEAN
I’m holding the fucking gun, jackass.

PRICE
So am I

Dean holds his sawed off shotgun into view.

DEAN
Mine’s bigger, let’s move.


EXT - SERVICE STATION - NIGHT

Dean, Price and Adam, who now has a pistol, proceed into the Service Station, through the double doors.


INT - SERVICE STATION - NIGHT

The inside looks to be trashed, fridge doors smashed, most of the meat products seem to be missing, Adam looks over the counter, he notices the phone on the desk, then picks up the receiver and gets nothing.

ADAM
Phones are dead

Adam chucks the receiver and proceeds through out the store.


INT - SERVICE STATION - BACK OFFICE - NIGHT

Dean is looking through the security monitors, he turns them on and they all seem to be nothing but static on the screen.


EXT. SERVICE STATION - NIGHT

Steve is leaning against the Cruiser while pumping the tank with petrol.


INT. VAN - NIGHT

The girls are gathered around Ray who is telling them a story.

RAY
I came home from the pub one night, totally plastered, I can’t remember how many letterboxes I accidently knocked over and I do mean accidently.

The girls laugh.

RAY
It’s true, it was never my fault, but the thing is, the next morning, I found myself on my neighbours front lawn, in a pile of dog shit.

The Girls get grossed out.

RAY
It turned out to be a fresh pile.

The Girls get even more grossed out.

LEAH
OK Ray, I think we have heard enough.

MEGAN
Yes I agree!

Hayley opens the door and throws up.

HAYLEY
Thank god I never lived here.

RAY
You’d loved it.

Suddenly Ryan awakens, he rises up and joins the rest of the group.

RAY
How you doing you little shit?

RYAN
Better than you, you old fart

RAY
(Warped)
That is true

LEAH
You OK now??

RYAN
Yeah! What happened to me?

MEGAN
You got hit on the head

RYAN
Where’s my mum?

The girls look at each other then at Ray, Ray then looks up as if he doesn’t know what is going on.

Leah grows a pair and begins to speak.

LEAH
Brace yourself kid, your mum.........

RYAN
Come on!

LEAH
Your mum got eaten by those monsters.

HAYLEY
But were not going to let those monsters hurt you

MEGAN
Or us!

INT - SERVICE STATION - NIGHT

Adam is dropping bags of potato chips into a basket, as well as chocolate bars, drinks, microwave food and other goods, Dean and Price have stocked up their baskets, they leave them by the door for Steve to load into the Cruiser.

DEAN
Check the freezers.

Adam grabs his gun and slowly opens the freezer door.

A BODY

A body hangs by a hook in the freezer and it looks to be the body of the store attendant, he looks to be of Indian decent, about 45 years of age with a full black beared and wears a turban.

Price joins Adam and inspects the body

ADAM
It looks like he got frozen to death.


PRICE
Check his pocket, he might have a mobile.

Adam slowly reaches his hand into his pocket, his found something and turns to Price.

PRICE
He has one.

Price smiles.


CLOSE UP

The stiff Indian’s eyes rapidly open.

END CLOSE UP


His face morphs into a vampire’s face, he wraps his arm around Adam’s neck.

ADAM
(Paranoid)
Get it off me!!

Price reaches for his gun and draws it, clicking the trigger, no shot!

PRICE
Shit I got no rounds.

ADAM
Do something for fuck sakes.


CLOSE UP

Stiff Indian’s fangs extend 

END CLOSE UP



He bites into Adam’s wrist, Adam lets out a loud cry.



EXT. SERVICE STATION - NIGHT

Dean and Steve who are loading the baskets into the Van hear the noise, they immediently run to the window and can see what is happening to Adam, they run in.


INT. SERVICE STATION - NIGHT

Price is rummaging through the counter looking for a weapon of some kind, Dean and Steve bust in.

ADAM
Help Me!

DEAN
I’ll get you out!

Dean raises his shotgun at the Indian vampire and fires, hitting the turban, it begins to loosen from his head, revealing his wavy black hair.

DEAN
Fuck I missed.

Adam is still in the grip of the Indian vampire.

STEVE
Allow me

Steve takes the gun from Dean and aims, he shoots and blows off the Indian Vampires forehead, he falls and releases Adam.

Adam takes some deep breathes and looks down and the fallen vampire, then kicks it.

DEAN
Are you alright?

ADAM
For now

DEAN
Let’s get him inside.

Suddenly more vampires begin appearing from out of the fridge, they growl and slowly proceed on the humans.

STEVE
I have an idea

DEAN
Me too, Run!

The four humans exit the Service Station.


EXT. SERVICE STATION - NIGHT

The humans race for the van, they open the doors.

HAYLEY
Oh my god, what happened?

Dean and Price carry Adam into the van.

PRICE
His been bit.

DEAN
What!

HAYLEY
Oh No, this isn’t happening.

The girls pull Adam into the Van.

STEVE
My idea was to put those hoses into the shop, let them run and set the fucking place on fire with those demons inside.

Dean places a hand on Steve’s shoulder.

DEAN
I like it.

Steve goes over to the gas cage, he reaches for a gas bottle, he turns the nossle and throws it through the window.

Dean and Price push a Coke Machine on its side and place it in front of the door.

The Vamps go to the window and begin to growl as there is no way out for them.

 Ray comes into frame and take one of the petrol hoses, ties his flannel shirt  around the trigger and throws the hose on the floor with the nossel pointing at the building,

They all pile in the cruiser.


INT - VAN - NIGHT

Steve jumps in the drivers seat and starts the engine, the vehicle moves about 45o before stopping.


EXT - VAN - BACK COMPARTMENT - NIGHT

The doors open and Ray is standing there, lit cigarette in mouth.


SLOW MOTION

Ray takes a drag of the cigarette and then flicks it.

The cigarette flies about 20 metres before hitting the ground.

It lands about a fraction from the loose petrol nossel, then it ignites.

END SLOW MOTION


EXT - SERVICE STATION - NIGHT

The Vamps shriek as the fire grows bigger before hitting them.


INT - SERVICE STATION - NIGHT

The fireball bursts its way through the vampires.


EXT. ROAD - NIGHT

The Cruiser is taking off with the explosion in the background.




INT. RESEARCH FACILITY - DRAKOS OFFICE - NIGHT

Drako is looking out his big windows, he can see the explosion in the distance, he turns away and grabs a bottle of red wine from his cabinet, he pours himself a glass.


KNOCK KNOCK


DRAKO
Come In!

Stacy walks in, looking a lot hotter in a silk black dress and up to date make up.

STACY
The trap failed, beloved

DRAKO
I know!

STACY
The human’s are too smart.

DRAKO
Don’t be so absurd!

STACY
What do you expect me to say?

DRAKO
I’d rather you’d not say
(Raises Voice)
but do what you are told to do!

Stacy takes offence to his tone and morphs into vampire form.

DRAKO
That bullshit doesn’t work on me, so shut up and listen.

Stacy just looks on, still in Vampire form.

DRAKO
As you know I am a scientist, a powerful one at that, I created a serum that was spliced with the DNA of many gruelling creatures i'd encountered over the years, so if you were to bite me, your gums would make contact with my skin, with that contact a virus will crawl through your gums, eating whatever you have left inside, killing you slowly.

Stacy continues to stare him down.

DRAKO
(Shouting)
So don’t under-estimate me.

The door swings open and in walks Mai, Werewolf and a few other vampires trail behind.

MAI
We have a problem!

DRAKO
Really?

MAI
We already saw the explosion and no, that’s not the problem

DRAKO
Well then?

MAI
The humans are heading for a church and the problem is we’d be vaporized if we walk the holy ground

DRAKO
Well my next creations can, follow me


INT - RESEARCH FACILITY - TESTING LABS - NIGHT

We can see five holding tanks with a red musclehead creature inside each one.

NEW FOCUS

Drako is standing in front of the tanks, Stacy, Mai and the Werewolf are in front of Drako.

DRAKO
Never forget that I am always one step ahead of society and these things will walk any ground that lies ahead of them, there smart enough to operate any tool allocated to them

MAI
Seems like your not the only ugly one in this building anymore

Stacy laughs.

DRAKO
Would you liek to be apart of there demonstration?

Mai shuts up

DRAKO
I thought so!
(Turning to Tanks)
Ah one of them wants to say hello

With that Drako releases a lever and the first tank opens, one of the creatures removes himself from the tank and stands beside Drako.

DRAKO
I don them, the Superhumans!!!!!!!!

The creature now known as the superhuman lets out a roar.

SUPERHUMAN
MASTER!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

DRAKO
(Sinister)
Yes!!

INT - CRUISER - BACK COMPARTMENT - NIGHT

Adam is lying on the floor, Hayley is knelling in front of him, holding his hand, the others just sit, Dean is now in the compartment and Megan has moved to the front seat.

Adam tries to speak.

ADAM
I want you guys to promise me one thing, even you Hayley!

HAYLEY
What’s that babe?

ADAM
When I turn, kill me!

Hayley holds her mouth.

HAYLEY
No!

ADAM
Yes Hayley!

HAYLEY
(sobbing)
I Can’t

ADAM
Alright! Dean?

DEAN
You have my word

ADAM
Leah?

LEAH
(reluctently)
Yeah!

ADAM
Ray?

RAY
Yes!

ADAM
(Looking at Price)
I know what your answer is

Price pretends to smile and just nods.

ADAM
OK then now you Hayley?

HAYLEY
(sobbing)
I can’t, I love you!

ADAM
I love you to Hails, but the thing is, in a few minutes or so, I won’t be Adam anymore, I’ll be one of those things and a real danger to everyone here, now do you promise.

Hayley continues to cry.

ADAM
(shouting)
Come on Hayley, I need your word, do I have it?

HAYLEY
(sobbing)
Alright! Alright!

ADAM
(Brightens Up)
Good baby.


CLOSE UP

Adam’s eyes close.

END CLOSE UP


A few seconds of silence tick over

Price looks over to Adam.

PRICE
His gone!

Adam’s rapidly becomes a vampire, Hayley shrieks, Leah grabs a hold of her and Ryan, Ray and Price get to their feet and hold Adam’s legs down, Dean stands over him with his feet on his arms, Adam continues to shake about.

PRICE
Don’t shoot, you could accidently shoot the tank underneath.

Dean puts his shotgun down.

DEAN
For fuck sake someone do something!

Ryan leaves the arms of Leah and reaches for something around his neck, he pulls out a small gold crucifix, he stands over Adam’s face.


CLOSE UP

Adam’s mouth, fangs and all, the gold crucifix lands in his mouth.

END CLOSE UP


Suddenly Adam is in agony, he starts to vibrate, his eyeballs pop, squarting out a white liquid.

DEAN
Fuck!

Everybody ducks and waits for Adam’s eyes to stop spraying, they do and then his body deflates like a balloon.

Price begins to wipe the puss from his shoes.

PRICE
He stained my fucking shoes.

Hayley gets up and punches Price square in the mouth, Price nurses his jaw, Ray and Dean open the doors and chuck Adam’s deflated body out the door.

The Scene Fades on Adam’s deflated body, lying on the road.



INT - ST. MARY’S CHURCH

The church is like ordinary, long rows of seats, confessional booth in the back right corner, two side doors in back and a stand where the priest spins his shit every Sunday morning.

DOOR OPENS

Dean, Leah, Hayley, Ray, Price, Steve, Megan and Ryan walk inside, they look down and see they have to descend down seven steps, before they can, they can hear the sounds of pistols being cocked and five shadows emerge from the darkness, the five reveal themselves and they are more humans, except there gangsters.

The leader is Rami, 25, Maury, wears a beanie and a FUBU jacket, holding his pistol at Dean’s people.

RAMI
Who the fuck are you?

LEAH
Were more survivors

RAMI
Shut up bitch! What the fuck are you doing here?

RAY
We don’t plan on being here long, that’s for sure!

RAMI
You shouldn’t be here at all

PRICE
Why?

RAMI
Cops and Questions, is there a better mix?

RAY
Jim Beam and Coke

RAMI
Shut up!

Dean takes a step forward in Rami’s face

DEAN
In case you forgot, the whole fucking town has either become vampires or been mutilated by one.

RAMI
Which is why you don’t belong here, you and your friends have probably lead them here and…

DEAN
(interrupting)
And I suggest you put your gangster image back in the box because vampires can’t come here

RAMI
(cocks gun)
Bullshit!

PRIEST
(V.O.)
His right!

To everyone’s surprise the Priest comes out of the confessional booth.

The Priest is Father Edward Tully, 60, Wears thick glasses, balding grey hair and is wearing his white robe.

Dean raises his eyebrow at Rami, Rami mouths “Fuck You” to Dean.

TULLY
Put your weapons down.

Dean hold his gun up, then places it on the floor, Rami takes a que and does the same.

TULLY
Let’s talk!


CUT TO:

INT - RESEARCH FACILITY - TESTNG LAB - NIGHT

The Superhumans, now wearing overalls and steel hockey masks, are gearing up, ready for their first attack.


CUT TO:

INT - ST. MARY’S CHURCH - NIGHT

Everybody is seated, eating the food that was recovered from the Service Station, Father Tully at his podium.

TULLY
You all know how this act of evil has been placed apon our peaceful town?

No one knows.

TULLY
The Apocalypse has risen, the sons and daughters of darkness have chose our small corner of New South Wales to begin their reign of horror and anarchy, the human race is coming to an end and were more than likely the last hope.

LEAH
How do you know were the last hope?

TULLY
Since three hours ago, this tragedy first occured, those demons could’ve spread into the next town in less than that.

RAY
They army would be all over this if that were the case.

PRICE
There has been no chopper’s for ages.

TULLY
Well let’s pray that it’s the case for now, we do know how to kill these things?

DEAN
Shooting the cunts in the head seems to work.

TULLY
What if you happen to run out of ammo?

DEAN
Steak through the heart I guess.

LEAH
What about what Ryan did?

Everyone turns to Ryan.

LEAH
How did you make Adam fizz out like that?

RYAN
I put a cross on him.

RAMI
What the fuck?

RYAN
A cross!

RAMI
What’s a fucking cross going to do?

DEAN
The kid’s right! Vampires hate crosses, it’s like cryptonite to them, back at the station, I managed to subdue one of them with this fucking tatto.

STEVE
So your saying the touch of god can make these cunts freak out?

DEAN
Is that right father?

TULLY
By the hand of god, those demons will lay to rest, but we already have a hand of god in here!

Everyone looks dumbfounded.

TULLY
(To Dean)
Him!

PRICE
Him is not exactly a hand of god, let alone a nice guy.

Dean turns to Price.

DEAN
Well your not exactly a man of the law, let alone the most popular person in these last few hours, so shut the fuck up!

Dean turns away and Price flips him off behind his back.

DEAN
Now how the hell am I a hand of god?

TULLY
When I first saw you, I noticed that tattoo on your inner right arm.

Dean holds his arm into view and observes a tattoo of a black crucifix with gold outlining on it.

TULLY
Who gave you that?

DEAN
Some fucking choir boy who got put in the same shit hole for the same reasons I did.

MEGAN
What reasons?

DEAN
The wrong ones.

TULLY
We’ll talk history later, that cross on your arm is special

DEAN
How so?

TULLY
You have an amazing power.

DEAN
What can I do with it?

TULLY
You could become a weapon of holiness, think of what use it can be against our devilish foes.

Dean thinks long and hard about is recently inherited power.

DEAN
I need to be alone, excuse me?

Dean gets out of his seat and moves to the confessional booth, Father Tully shakes his head in defeat.

TULLY
Without him, we have no chance against what’s out there.

STEVE
Let him cool down.

RAY
I’d be fucked too if I found out I had a power so great as you say it is.

Constable Price gets up.

PRICE
Well for now, I say we wait.

No one listens.

Rami gets up.

RAMI
I say that sunrise won’t be for another four to five hours, so we stay here and make the most of it.

PRICE
Coming from a gangster, that’s real reassuring!

Rami pulls out his bong from his jacket pocket.

RAMI
Let’s just chill
(To Price)
You too Piggy.


Five minutes later


(“Nosebleed by Hilltop Hoods plays in the back ground) 


 Everyone is pretty much chilled out.

Tully, Steve, Price and Ray sit in the front row, drinking beer, laughing and joking like it’s another day at the pub.

Leah and Hayley stand in front of an urn, both of them are holding photographs of their respective ex-boyfriends, both of them take one more look and drop them into the urn.

Megan and Ryan are playing a game of fish.

The maury posse are talking amongst themselves.


INT - CHURCH - CONFESSIONAL BOOTH - NIGHT

Dean is sitting in the booth, smoking down a cigarette, he takes a drag and exhales, Rami enters with bong in hand.

RAMI
Hey!

Dean turns to face Rami.

DEAN
What’s up?

RAMI
Just want to say sorry for being a dickhead when you and your friends walked in.

DEAN
That’s fine

RAMI
I know how serious this situation is for everyone, we all got to stick together and we need you to lead us to the daylight 

DEAN
Kinda freaky isn’t it.

RAMI
What?

Dean holds up his arm.

DEAN
This! Knowing for 21 years you’re shit, but five minutes ago my lifetime plan changed, I guess there was a reason for me to walk the earth after all.

RAMI
Let’s just get this town first, and hey, you have my respect, brother!
Dean smiles.


CLOSE UP

Two hands shake.

END CLOSE UP


Dean takes the bong out of Rami’s hand.

DEAN
Light me!

Rami shrugs and extends his lighter to the stem.

Dean takes the hit and exhales.

DEAN
Shit! I haven’t had anything that good since that young warden bitch sucked my dick!

RAMI
Sweeeet!

RAJ
(V.O)
Where’s the fucking bong at?

Raj is one of the posse members, 26, black frizzy hair, tattoos all on his arms.

RAMI
Wait dickhead!

Then Rami leaves and in walks Leah.

LEAH
How are you feeling?

DEAN
Regenerated and you?

LEAH
I guess you’re a true leader, despite what they say?

DEAN
You believe everything the papers tell you?

LEAH
Only the fasion pages

DEAN
(laughs)
Typical!

LEAH
Excuse me? you could learn a few things

DEAN
Such as?

LEAH
Ripped jeans and a white singlet don’t make it into a woman’s heart

DEAN
What’s this judged on?

Suddenly Leah plants Dean with a passionate kiss, Dean pulls away.

DEAN
Care to explain?

LEAH
Yeah!

Leah kisses him again, this time Dean stays in the moment.

DEAN
You might want to shut that door

Leah shuts the door.


INT - ST. MARY’S CHURCH - NIGHT

Everyone is still doing their bonding and etc. Father Tully puts down his beer and goes to see Dean.

DOORS OPEN


CLOSE UP

Father Tully’s face is in shock as if he has seen a ghost.

END CLOSE UP


Dean and Leah are wearing nothing but a blanket protecting their private parts, Father Tully runs into the main room, Dean and Leah laugh.

TULLY
Oh my goodness.

RAY
What’s wrong with you?

Father Tully is standing over his podium with his head down.

Suddenly Dean walks out with his singlet off and Leah is trying to put her skirt back on, everyone sees this.

RAY
(happy)
Good on you buddy!

Dean salutes Ray.

Hayley smiles at Leah but is also shaking her head.

DEAN
Relax, tell me honestly who hasn’t dreamed of fucking in a confessional booth.

RAY
Hell yeah, but that was 25 years ago.

Everyone laughs.

DEAN
Anyone sober?


BANG!

A loud noise can be heard outside, everyone gets a shock and arms themselves.



PRICE
What was that?

Rami looks out the front window.

RAMI
We might want to back away from the windows.

Rami backs away from the window, suddenly the Werewolf breaks down the doors and enters.

RAJ
What the hell?

Everyone backs up to the podium, but Megan is cornered by the eight foot monster.

STEVE
Get the fuck away from my daughter you big hairy cunt!

Steve has a long metal pipe in his hand, he charges at the Werewolf and rams the pipe into his chest, exiting from his back, the Werewolf lets out a loud roar, Steve ducks past him, but is unlucky.

The Werewolf grabs a hold of Steve’s arm, pulling him into eye contact, The Werewolf grabs his head and crushes it.

MEGAN
(Screaming)
Dad No!

Megan hides her face, then rejoins the group at the podium.

The Werewolf now with bloody hands yanks out the pipe and proceeds towards the remaining humans, Dean stands up and fires at the werewolf, clipping him on the shoulder, the werewolf’s left arm becomes disconnected, Rami calls to his posse, they exit the podium and form a wall in front of the podium, Dean, Ray and Price join the wall with their respective weapons.

RAMI
Like they say, gorgeous girls only!

With that the wall of shooters unload their ammo into the impaled werewolf, detatching his limbs as the bullets connect with him.

The werewolf finally deceases.

RAMI
Anything else?

That’s not all, the Super Humans armed with cutting tools of their choice, chainsaw, dual machettes, whipper snipper, pitch fork and a spear  invade the church through every door, sealing off the exits.

DEAN
Oh shit!

One Super Human charges at one of the posse members, digging the saw into his chest, another gets mutilated by the dual machettes, one runs for the exit, but is met with a pitch fork to his forehead, Raj smashes one of the windows and jumps out.

RAY
Where is he going?

PRICE
Not far


EXT - ST. MARY’S CHURCH - NIGHT

Raj runs to the road, he continues to run, but slows down as he is running out of energy, he stops and pants.

STACY
(V.O.)
Hey sexy!

RAJ
Huh?

Raj turns around to see Stacy in human form, he brightens up, then Stacy immediently changes into a vampire and bites into Raj’s neck, Mai and a few others run in and hover over Raj’s body, feeding at what they can eat.


INT - ST. MARY’S CHURCH - NIGHT

The rest are still backed into a corner, Dean spots the other Super Human at the side door, carrying a whipper snipper.

DEAN
Give me that.

Dean takes a bottle of vodka from Ray, then snatches Tully’s hanky and places it in the bottle, he lights the hanky and stands to face the super human.

DEAN
Bottom’s up, meathead

Dean throws the molotiv cocktail at the super human, catching him on the head, the super human starts to burn.

DEAN
Let’s go!

Dean leads the way, he kicks down the burning super human and everyone proceeds out.

Father Tully is about to exit, another Super Human catches his leg with the saw, sawing off his right foot, Father Tully falls down, they pull him back into the church.

Dean goes back for him.

DEAN
You coming?

TULLY
Go, Get out of here!


EXT - ST. MARY’S CHURCH - NIGHT

The others race towards the Van, Dean does a quick head count before getting into the van.

RAMI
Where’s the priest?

Everyone looks around and find no one.

PRICE
I think they got him, we can’t go back though!

RAY
His right, let’s get in.

Everyone piles into the van, Price jumps in the drivers seat, Rami rides shotgun and the rest pile in the back.

The Van exits the church.


INT - ST. MARY’S CHURCH - NIGHT

Two of the super humans drag Tully by his arms to the centre of the church.

TULLY
Do your worst you hell raising cunts!

They hold his arms open and one superhuman starts up his saw, he cuts through Tully’s left arm, breaking it off, Tully screams in pain, they then hold out his right arm, the superhuman takes his dual machettes and slices one through Tully's right arm.

Tully eventually loses too much blood and dies.

The Superhumans roar their approval at the work they have done

SCENE CUTS OUT


EXT - ROAD - NIGHT

The Van is taking off down the road.


INT - VAN - BACK COMPARTMENT - NIGHT

Megan is consoled by Leah and Hayley, the others just chill.

DEAN
Whatever that priest told us was a crock of shit.

RAY
Why do you say that?

DEAN
Those meatheads don’t look like no natural catastrophe 

RAY
Come again?

DEAN
What if this apocalypse is bullshit, what if these things were created.

LEAH
But who though?

DEAN
Maybe we ought to find out

HAYLEY
How do you propose we do that?

DEAN
Next one of those fucks approaches us, we interrorgate.


EXT - ROAD - NIGHT

The Van has made it out of the town, suddenly, a bus drives straight into the van, rolling it upside down.


INT - VAN - NIGHT

Price and Rami are out cold, Price wakes up and checks Rami’s pulse.

PRICE
Shit his dead!

Price looks through the back window and sees that no one is responding, he manages to open his door and crawl out, he gets to his feet, suddenly Mai leaps off the top of the toppled van and onto Prices back.

PRICE
Get off me you bitch.

Price manages to flip may over, he draws out his gun, he fires but no shot.

PRICE
Fuck!

Mai laughs and then jumps at him.


INT - VAN - BACK COMPARTMENT - NIGHT

Everyone is laid out cold, Hayley starts to wake up, as does Dean, both of them exit the van, Dean runs over to where Rami is and checks on him.

DEAN
(In disbelief)
Rami’s dead.

Hayley looks on in shock.

Price now a vampire runs at Hayley and bites her, digging into her arm, she pulls away and falls to the ground, Dean appears from behind, Price turns around then Dean sticks a small pole into Price’s chin, poking out of his forehead.

But Price doesn’t go down, it misses his brain and then Price punches Dean in the face and send him flying onto another car.

Hayley charges at Price with an axe, chopping his head off.


CLOSE UP

Price’s head flying out of the picture.

END CLOSE UP


Hayley stands triumph, Mai and Stacy appear from behind Hayley, without looking back Hayley notices them.

HAYLEY
I know your there

STACY
Good job babe!

MAI
Welcome to sisterhood

Hayley’s face begins to morph as she is now a vampire.


DREAM SEQUENCE

(“Church Music Begins To Play)


INT - CLOUDS - DAWN

An old white figure stands on the clouds.

WHITE
Dean!

WHITE
(cont.)
Dean it is important that you listen!

WHITE
(cont.)
Your gift is more than you think it is, inside of it, you have an inner abnormality but only use it when you really need it, if you drain it you will die!

WHITE
(cont.)
For now you must find the others, they are in desperate trouble, it’s not over until you make it over, no matter if you wait till sunrise, they will rise again!

DEAN
(V.O.)
Where do I find them?

WHITE
The only building on the highway!


DREAM SEQUENCE FADES OUT


EXT - ROAD - NIGHT

Dean awakens from his dream.

He looks around for a minute.

He then checks under the fallen van, he finds that everyone has gone.

We can hear a groaning from the bus that rammed the van.

DEAN
(To himself)
What the fuck?

Dean walks over to the bus and finds one of the vampires, sandwiched between the bus and the van.

VAMPIRE
Please help me

Dean smiles at the vampires misery.

DEAN
Let's play 20 questions, suckhead

VAMPIRE
Let's not, i'm in a lot of pain

DEAN
You'll be in more pain if you don't play nice, now first where have the others gone?

VAMPIRES
(Playing Dumb)
What others?

Dean raises a machette and slices off the vampires left hand.

VAMPIRE
Ahhhhhhhhhhhh!

Dean picks up the hand and holds it into his face

DEAN
I repeat, where have the others gone?

VAMPIRE
Old research racility, just off the highway, about five minutes or so

DEAN
Good! now how did you become a vampire?

VAMPIRE
I was bitten at the rave party

DEAN
You can't be a carrier, can you?

VAMPIRE
There's no magical reason we got here, we were created, just like the werewolf and those ugly fucks with the knives.

DEAN
Who created this mess?

VAMPIRE
Dr. William Drako?

DEAN
The biologist?

VAMPIRE
Yes

DEAN
But his dead?

VAMPIRE
To the rest of society he is, he staged his death in the explosion at his old work, they found out he intended to speed up evolution, humans become something else

DEAN
Vampires! well not in this day and age, it's time Drako met his death, for real.

Dean walks away from the sandwiched vampire.

VAMPIRE
(V.O.)
You enter there, you will fail, the army of darkness has grown stronger since the begining
(change of attitude)
They will fuck you up, mother fucker!

Dean turns around and proceeds back to the vampire who is now laughing at him

DEAN
That wasn't very funny, but there is something else you can help me with!

VAMPIRE
Really? What?

DEAN
Is there a fucking library in this town? I want to find out more about what you mentioned

VAMPIRE
At the school i'd say?

Dean raises the machette at the vampire

DEAN
Let's move

Dean turns his head to the car he landed on, he notices that the keys are still in it.


INT - RESEARCH FACILITY - BASEMENT - NIGHT

The basement is completely bare, the only things in there are Ray, Megan and Ryan separately chained to the wall, the door opens with Stacy and two other vampires.

She heads over to her son Ryan, he looks up to see his mother, he brightens up to the fact his mother is still alive.

RYAN
Mum!

To that, Stacy goes to her vampire form.

STACY
I was.

RYAN
Your still alive!

STACY
And I love it

RYAN
How?

STACY
Magic baby! Your sexy mum always found a way

RYAN
But when you die, you don’t come back

STACY
That’s what these humans lead you to believe, your mum knows best.

Stacy kneels down to her son, she touches his face emotionally

STACY
Join me baby

Ryan is thinking hard about what his mother said.

Megan wakes up.

MEGAN
Don’t do it Ryan!

Stacy looks at her in disgust.

STACY
I’m going to have fun tearing your stomach open.

MEGAN
You can try

STACY
On second thought, I’m going to bite my son, then he’ll turn and you and that hopeless drunk will be a first meal for him in his new life.

Stacy goes back to her son and is about to bite his neck.

MAI
(V.O.)
Stacy!

Mai is standing atop of the staircase from the basement to another part of the complex.

MAI
Bite the little shit later, Drako requests us

Stacy backs away and heads up the stairs.


INT - RESEARCH FACILITY - MAIN ROOM - NIGHT

Drako is sitting at the end of a long table, drinking a glass of red wine, Leah who is now all dressed up is sitting at the other end, her hands are shackled to a chain connected to the iron table.

DRAKO
Please darling drink your wine.

Leah doesn’t respond.

DRAKO
It’s good stuff, I promise you that!

Leah knocks over her glass of wine, spilling it on the table and then the floor.

DRAKO
Don’t waste it now

LEAH
Fuck you!

Drako laughs.

DRAKO
Aw now none of that.

LEAH
You think you can do this to anyone?

DRAKO
I just have, haven’t I?

LEAH
You’ll get caught for this

DRAKO
I don’t think so

Drako gets out of his seat and begins to walk around the table

DRAKO
You see, I now have this town at my feet, soon enough the rest of Australia, then the world.

LEAH
Why are you doing this?

DRAKO
I was a top biologist a few years ago, I invented a chemical that could reanimate people like none other, their organs became three times stronger and also made them a lot more vicious and hungury for flesh and blood, the chemical had too many repocusions, some grew hair in places you wouldn’t normally see, they grew fangs and it in fact made them allergic to certain things

DRAKO
(cont.)
I tried to create soldiers, think of what armies would have paid for things as awesome as them, I was well on the way but then some people who didn’t think the world could handle such a thing of evil, so they closed me down and for years I was left with no choice but to take down my old work place

DRAKO
(cont.)
I came to this town because it was a starting point, when you prepare to take over you start from the edge and then society as we know it will be finished and at my feet.

LEAH
Your sick!

DRAKO
No, just punishing society

LEAH
For what? Your experiment failed, what if they were to get out of control and kill an innocent person? just like what there doing to this town now

DRAKO
I would’ve cared then but now, let it be and soon enough you will be among that society

LEAH
I’ll never join you

DRAKO
Only two choices remain, join me or be food for those who do

Stacy, Mai and Hayley walk in.

DRAKO
Ah I see my newest member of the family and yourself have already met?

Hayley takes a seat next to Leah.

LEAH
No! Hayley

HAYLEY
Yeah it is, but it feels so good.

LEAH
Snap out of it

HAYLEY
I can’t, it’s so intoxicating.

HAYLEY
(cont.)
You can be like us.

STACY
There isn’t a drug that can match this thrill

MAI
Come on Leah, join us!

LEAH
Never!

DRAKO
Don't be upset, your going to do our new queen a favour

The Angels of hell grab and unshackle Leah and takes her out of the room.

EXT - LIBRARY - NIGHT

A shot of a more morden building.

INT - LIBRARY - NIGHT

The library is a complete mess, books and papers everywhere, blood stains on the walls, tables, floor and the computers, we pan through the hall of shelves, Dean is looking through the shelves, throwing books down as he browses.


CLOSE UP

Dean finds a book called VAMPIRES

END CLOSE UP


DEAN
Hey I found it!


INT - LIBRARY - COMPUTER AREA - NIGHT

Dean is sitting by a computer and the vampire is looking through the book.

DEAN
You find anything interesting?

VAMPIRE
I'm still looking

DEAN
Come on! there has to be something

VAMPIRE
If you didn't cut off my hand then it would be a lot easier

DEAN
I'll cut the other one off if you don't have anything in 60 seconds

VAMPIRE
Ok Ok Ok

The vampire continues to turn the pages with his only hand


CLOSE UP

The page turns to the Chapter titled VERONICA

END CLOSE UP


VAMPIRE
Veronica! here we go

DEAN
What does it say?

VAMPIRE
It says here that Veronica was a vampire elder back in the early 1800s

DEAN
I'm not writing an Timelife book on the bitch, how the fuck do you kill her?

VAMPIRE
I'm getting to that, in 1855, Veronica roamed the city of Moscow, feeding on innocent people, her charm was extremly irresistable, it was what lurred people into contacting her, once she had them in her grasp, she'd drain them completly and those that even felt a bite of her would turn into her slaves.

Dean nods as if to say keep going.

VAMPIRE
It was the first the people knew of a vampire existing in their time, several attemps were made in destroying her, but nothing worked?

DEAN
What do they mean nothing worked? everything dies!

VAMPIRE
They did eventually, they learned that silver, garlic, sunlight and the sign of god weakened her, she then became aware of the humans advanced knowleague, so she went back to rest in her place and ever since then, no trace of Veronica has ever been discovered.

DEAN
Until Drako found her, that the part I don't get?

VAMPIRE
I heard him talking about how he went to a little village in off Africa to find a priceless artifact.

DEAN
Let's see if this computer tells us anything, by the way, what's your name?

VAMPIRE
Joe, I used to own the fruit shop here in the Bay

We now know that the vampire's name is Joe.

DEAN
Dean Brolly, childhood crim!

Dean begins typing in keys on the comupter.


CLOSE UP

The computer screen shows several articles, the curser moves to one on the right, then clicks.

The article reads "NINE SCIENTISTS KILLED IN EXPLOSION"

END CLOSE UP


DEAN
This is where it starts?

JOE
Where what starts?

DEAN
With the man that caused this pandemodium

DEAN
(cont.)
A Brisbane based Biochemical Company known as Livacon suffered a terrible blow today as a chemical explosion cut the lives of Dr. Emily Short, Professer Harold Palmer, Dr. William Drako, obviously that was no accident then, his still alive, wait a minute, here's another article, "DIESEASE WIPES OUT ENTIRE VILLAGE".

DEAN
(cont.)
A terrible diesease has killed at 21 people in a small village on the coast of Pembe, what does that tell you.

JOE
That's where Veronica could've been kept and the villagers could've been guarding her.

DEAN
Well they did a good job up until then

JOE
Very well, but we still don't know about the Brisbane incident

DEAN
We'll get to that, for now I got to save those people and finish Drako before he awakens the mega bitch.

Dean gets out of his seat and proceeds to the door

JOE
I hear you!

DEAN
You coming?

JOE
No and you aren't going anywhere.

Joe turns into his vampire form and jumps at Dean.

Dean loses grip of his machette as it rolls to the floor, he continues to wrestle with Joe, suddenly Joe gets the upper hand.

JOE
(Distorted)
Your not going to win, the army of darkness will override the world!!!!!!!!!!!!


CLOSE UP

Dean's crucifix tatto begins to glow

END CLOSE UP


The glow sends out a laser, cutting Joe's left ear off.

Joe staggers back and screaches in pain, holding his ear as blood begins to pour out of it, he is now lying on the floor and pleeding for his life.

Dean gets to his feet and and stands over Joe, he then slices Joe's other hand off and raises the machette above Joe.

DEAN
You were doing so well!

With that Dean nails the machette into Joe's heart, causing him to incinirate.

Dean drops the machette and proceeds out the door.


EXT - RESEARCH FACILITY - NIGHT

A millatry hummer has pulled up in the front gate, out steps Dean, now donning a black headband and an army vest, he reaches for the back, he pulls out an assault rifle and a flame thrower, he loads up his assault rifle, how he got all that stuff is none of our business.



CLOSE UP

The bullets have had crossed engraved on them.

END CLOSE UP


Dean has his rifle stocked and his flame thrower in position, he proceeds towards the complex.



INT - RESEARCH FACILITY - MAIN ROOM - NIGHT

The vampires are attaching Leah to a cross, tying her hands and feet with rope.


SHOT

Leah tied to the cross.

END SHOT


Hayley, Mai and Stacy kneel in front of the soon to be crucified Leah, Drako walks into shot, holding a book and dressed as a satanic priest.

DRAKO
I forgot to mention, I’m a priest by night.

The other vampires take their seats behind the Angels of Death.

DRAKO
Like the great Jesus! He was crucified! He gave his blood and his body to those who believed in him in order of memory, but tonight we will witness something similar, but not like Christ, we will see the dawn of our army of darkness as we will sweep through town by town, state by state, city by city and so on and so forth.

Vampires cheer.

DRAKO
But that will all come after our human volunteer has tasted our almighty leader, through this book and this pitiful soul, the great Veronica will grace us with his presence, you see human blood will awaken our saviour.

A casket is shown, centre meters below Leah’s feet.


DRAKO
So what are we waiting for, let the blood flow BEGIN!!!

The Vampires begin to cheer louder.

Hayley with knife in hand walks over to Leah, she then cuts the palm of Leah’s hand, Stacy then does the same to her other hand.


CLOSE UP

The blood from both Leah’s hands runs down her legs then onto the casket.

END CLOSE UP


NEW CLOSE UP

A hole is in the casket where the blood is running into, the casket doors open and smoke begins to pour out of it.

END NEW CLOSE UP

A figure rises from the casket, looks to be female but the body is dried out, it is Veronica, a vampire god.

Drako puts his hands together.

DRAKO
Veronica, welcome!

Veronica turns to Drako who is standing next to her.


CUT TO.

INT - RESEARCH FACILITY - BASEMENT - NIGHT

It appears Ray is out of his shackles and is on his knees in the middle of the room, at the feet of a Superhuman carrying his dual machettes.

Megan and Ryan are still shackled as they watch on.

The Superhuman is about to behead Ray with his machette.

BANG!

The door flies open and in walks Dean

Megan and Ryan smile.

The Superhuman becomes distracted and goes to meet Dean

DEAN
Did I interupt something chew boy?

The Superhuman roars and swings at Dean, Dean ducks and gets behind him.

DEAN
Yo fat boy.

The superhuman turns around and Dean unloads his assault rifle into his face, breaking off his mask in the process, the superhuman falls onto the stairs.

Dean takes the machette from the Superhuman and hands it to Ray.

DEAN
I believe this one is yours Ray.

Ray stands over the Superhuman and drills the machette into his face, killing him.

Dean and Ray go to unshackle Ryan and Megan.

MEGAN
You got to save Leah

DEAN
Where is she?

MEGAN
Upstairs in the main room.

DEAN
Alright, listen you take Ryan to the hummer outside and wait for us.
(To Ray)
Help me send his devils back to hell

RAY
Way ahead of you

Dean hands Ray the flame thrower, Ray attaches it to his back.

DEAN
Ever used one of these?

RAY
I was an exterminator

DEAN
Good enough, now lets kill these fuckers

Dean and Ray part ways.


CUT TO:

INT - RESEARCH FACILITY - MAIN ROOM - NIGHT

Leah is still pinned against the cross.

DRAKO
I have something for you my lady

VERONICA
What could that be?

DRAKO
(To Leah)
Her!

DRAKO
(cont.)
Her blood brought you back, and now her flesh will be your first meal.

VERONICA
I like the pretty ones

Vernoica gives Leah a small kiss on the lips.

Leah spits at Veronica.

DRAKO
(annoyed)
That wasn't very nice

Drako grabs Leah by the hair and exposes her neck for Veronica.

DRAKO
Veronica, this is your chance!


CLOSE UP

Veronica's fangs open

END CLOSE UP


Tears begin to run down Leah's eyes.

Suddenly a bullet flies into Veronica's head, she pulls away from Leah.

Drako notices that Veronica is pulling away.

DRAKO
What the fuck?

The other vampires see this and begin to worry.

Veronica falls to the ground and begins to incinirate.

DRAKO
That wasn't part of my fucking plan

DEAN
(V.O.)
No, it was mine

Dean steps out of the darkness and walks into frame, he draws his rifle at the vampires.

The vampires turn to face him and prepare to attack.

DEAN
Silver bullets and silver shells, aren't they a blessing!

One vampire charges at Dean, but he gets shot down and incinirates too.

DEAN
The next suckhead who steps forth will taste these fucking shells, are we clear.

DRAKO
You have a lot of nerve coming here, boy

DEAN
I guess it's true then, you are dead?

DRAKO
Ah you watch the news, well so do I, runaway

DEAN
I see you know my history as well as I know yours

DRAKO
Eight years in joovie

DEAN
Yeah! but I haven't got time to talk history, i'm here for the girl
(In Rage)
And your head!

DRAKO
Well come and get it hero

The vampires move closer to Dean.

Dean takes off his vest and reveals a wooden crucifix, dangling around his neck.

The vampires back off and shield their eyes from the crucifix, Dean has another crucifix on his back as he walks through the army of darkness.

As he gets closer to Leah and Drako, Drako retreats and Dean finally meets Leah.

He then unties Leah and lets her down, they embrace.

Dean then takes off the crucifixes and holds them up to the other vampires, they run off, the angels of death do the same.

Hayley tries to run but is stopped by Leah

LEAH
Going somewhere?

HAYLEY
After I kill you

LEAH
I don't think that will happen

DEAN
(Cutting In)
I'll leave you ladies to it.

Dean heads off after Drako.

Hayley charges at Leah, but Leah sidesteps Hayley and sends her crashing into the big cross.


CUT TO:

INT - RESEARCH FACILITY - HALLWAYS - NIGHT

Ray is walking through the hallways, armed with his flame thrower.

A superhuman with a chainsaw is walking towards him.

RAY
Oh bugger!

Ray looks back and sees another one with a spear creeping behind him, they both move in closer on Ray.

RAY
Double bugger!

Without thinking Ray unleashes the fire onto one Super human, the super human becomes blinded and swing his chainsaw, missing Ray but connecting into the shoulder of his cohart, Ray then sneaks behind him and lets out a fireball on both superhumans, taking them down.

RAY
That's a bad barbeque!

With that, Ray takes out a ciggarette and lights it.


CUT TO:

INT - RESEARCH FACILITY - MAIN ROOM - NIGHT

Leah and Hayley are still fighting, Hayley has the upper hand with Leah on the ground, Hayley stands over her.

HAYLEY
Looks like I win

Hayley picks up Leah by her throat, using her extra vampire strength, she throws Leah into the wall.

Leah is hurt, but not that badly, she looks around and finds a crucifix on the floor, she takes it and hides it behind her back.

Hayley comes back over to her.

HAYLEY
Time to join your friends.

LEAH
I'm already with my friends, bitch!

Leah takes the crucifix and rams it into Hayleys left eye.

Hayley falls back and screams in pain, she yanks the cross out of her eye and red mist begins to pour from it.

Leah walks out of the room, leaving Hayley to die.


INT - RESEARCH FACILITY - ROOFTOP - NIGHT

Drako is running for a helicopter at the end of the rooftop.

NEW ANGLE

Dean steps onto the rooftop

END NEW ANGLE


DEANVISION

We zoom in on the petrol cap of the helicopter.

END DEANVISION

Dean shoots the cap and the helicopter explodes into flames, this causes Drako to duck as he turns to face Dean.

DEAN
Looks like all flights canceled

DRAKO
You won't win

Dean continues to walk towards Drako.


CLOSE UP

Drako reaches for a test tube in his pocket

END CLOSE UP


Drako swigs the test tube in Dean's face, hitting him across his left eye.


CLOSE UP

Scar across Dean's left eye

END CLOSE UP


[Find The Reel by Alter Bridge plays over the upcoming fight scene]


Drako takes out another test tube, this time he drinks it, his body begins to change shape and his skin turns green, he becomes like a sea creature.

Dean the holds out his tattoed arm.


CLOSE UP

The tatto begins to glow, as metal begins to cover Dean's entire body, making him much like Spawn and Preditator in the same blender.

DRAKO
Well you have an abnormality, i'm impressed

Dean gets in his fighting stance.

Drako does the same.


CUT TO:

INT - RESEARCH FACILITY - HALLWAY - NIGHT

Ray is still wandering the hallways, armed with his flame thrower, he finds a door.


DOOR OPENS


INT - RESEARCH FACILITY - MEATROOM - NIGHT

The room is full of bodies and various vampires feeding on them, Ray sees this and quickly shuts the door.

As he turns around, Mai is standing face to face with him.

MAI
Like what you see?

Mai doesn't give Ray anytime to defend himself and bites into his shoulder, Ray with rage pushes Mai off but it's too late, the damage has been done.

Ray fires the flame thrower at Mai, but it appears he is out of fuel.

MAI
Aww! Out of ammo are we?

Suddenly Leah burst through the door and holds the crucifix to Mai's face.

MAI
Get it away!!!

Leah still has the cross aimed at Mai, with that Ray has crept behind her and drills the nossel of the flame thrower into Mai's heart, causing her to incinirate.

Ray slumps against the wall, Leah goes to tend to him.

RAY
Get away from me

LEAH
Your bleeding

RAY
I'm going to be one of them in an hour

Ray takes a pistol from his pants and throws it to Leah

RAY
Kill Me!

Leah slowly picks up the pistol and aims it at Ray, tears begin to run down her eyes

RAY
Pull the fucking trigger woman

Leah does that and lands a bullet in Ray's brain, Ray dies.


DOOR OPENS


The feeding vampires spot Leah and begin to chase her.

One of them knocks over a gas tap, allowing gas to fill the room.


CUT TO:

INT - RESEARCH FACILITY - ROOFTOP - NIGHT

Dean and Drako are still trading blows, throwing one another into walls for about five minutes.

Drako picks Dean up and gives him a backbreaker.

Dean is down.

Drako stands over him and rips off his arm piece.


CUT TO:

EXT - RESEARCH FACILITY - NIGHT

Megan and Ryan are waiting beside the hummer, watching the fight above.

Stacy comes into frame, knocking Megan down and snatching her son.

STACY
Your coming with me

RYAN
Let go of me

Stacy pins Ryan to the ground.

STACY
Listen to your mother you little shit.

Megan wakes up and crawls into the drivers seat of the hummer.


INT - HUMMER - NIGHT

Megan is searching through the glove box for anything that might be a weapon.

MEGAN
Nothing!

She then proceeds to the back seat and begins looking.


CUT TO:

EXT - RESEARCH FACILITY - NIGHT

Stacy still has her son pinned down

STACY
You have no choice in the matter.

RYAN
Fuck you!

Stacy slaps her son.

STACY
How dare you swear at your mother


CUT TO:

INT - HUMMER - NIGHT

Megan looks under the seat now and finds a machette.

MEGAN
This will do


CUT TO:

EXT - RESEARCH FACILITY - NIGHT

Nothing has changed Stacy still has him pinned, unbeknowest to her, Megan is creeping behind her with a machette in hand.

Megan wastes no time and lunges it at Stacy, but Stacy catches the blade with her hand but ends up losing her fingers.

STACY
Sorry bitch! 

Stacy yanks the machette away from Megan and throws it down on the floor near where Ryan is.

Stacy grabs Megan by the throat and presses her against the back of the hummer.

STACY
You think your so fucking smart, ha school girls are so dumb.

MEGAN
(choking)
Let me guess, your uneducated?

Ryan picks up the machette, he lets out a roar and literally stabs his mother in the back.

Stacy lets out a cry and turns to face her son for the last time.

STACY
I'm your mother, how could you?

RYAN
My mummy died in the bar.

Stacy falls to her knees and the drops dead.

Megan goes to console Ryan

MEGAN
You OK?

RYAN
I should be?


CUT TO:

INT - RESEARCH FACILITY - ROOFTOP - NIGHT

Dean is down and is tattoed arm is exposed, Drako has his broken armor in his hand and throws it down.

DRAKO
Give it up, runaway

DEAN
(In Rage)
Never!

Dean backflips to his feet and the fight begins again, Dean lands a few kicks into Drakos chest.


CUT TO:

EXT - RESEARCH FACILITY - NIGHT

Leah comes running out of the door and regroups with Megan and Ryan, the three embrace.

MEGAN
Where's Ray?

LEAH
He didn't make it, but there are 30 more of those things coming this way, so grab a crucifix each.

MEGAN
What's happening?

LEAH
Were going to hold them out here until sunrise.

MEGAN
How long till sunrise?

LEAH
I don't have a watch?

RYAN
I do.


CLOSE UP

Ryan's watch reads 6:11am

END CLOSE UP


LEAH
Gives us a few minutes

Leah, Ryan and Megan stand side by side holding their crucifixes to the oncoming heard of vampires.


CUT TO:

INT - RESEARCH FACILITY - ROOFTOP - NIGHT

Drako uppercuts Dean and sends him into an antenna.

Dean is down again as Drako walks over to him, he lifts him by his throat and hoists him in the air.

DRAKO
If I were you, I would've stayed behind bars.


DREAM SEQUENSE

Many variouations of colour appear.

END DREAM SEQUENSE


CLOSE UP

Dean's eye, from a normal pupil to a ring of fire.

END CLOSE UP


Dean returns to focus as two blades extend from his right hand, he digs them into Drako's chest.

DEAN
If I were you, I would've died for real, but I can make that happen.

With that he twists the blade deeper into Drako's torso.

Drako lets go of Dean and drops to the floor, Dean stands over him.


CUT TO:

EXT - RESEARCH FACILITY - NIGHT

Leah, Megan and Ryan are still in position, the remaining vampires are about 15 metres from the humans and are moving in very slowly.


CUT TO:

INT - RESEARCH FACILITY - ROOFTOP - NIGHT

Dean now out of his armor, lifts Drako over his shoulders and takes him towards the antenna, then ties him to it, christ style.

DEAN
I guess creating life wasn't your thing after all

DRAKO
I got family who will hunt you down for this

DEAN
I can't wait to meet them

CUT TO:

EXT - RESEARCH FACILITY - NIGHT

The vampires are now 10 metres from the humans.


CLOSE UP

Ryans watch reads 6:16am

END CLOSE UP

The three humans notice the change in the sky and begin to cover each other.

SUNRISE!!!!!!!!!!!


The Vampires notice the sunrise and run for the building, they get to about five metres from the door and begin to burn up, one makes it inside.


INT - RESEARCH FACILITY - DUSK

One vampire has made it inside but his hand is burning.


CUT TO:

INT - RESEARCH FACILITY - HALLWAYS - DUSK

A shot of the gas leak


CUT TO

INT - RESEARCH FACILITY - DUSK

The burning vampire begins to smell.

VAMPIRE
(Real Aussie Accent)
Shit!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!


BOOM

The building erupts into a giant fireball.


CUT TO

INT - RESEARCH FACILITY - ROOFTOP - DUSK

Dean swandives off the roof, just missing the fireball.

DRAKO
No!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Drako gets caught in the explosion, killing him.


CUT TO

EXT - RESEARCH FACILITY - DUSK

Dean lands on the ground and sends himself out cold.

Soon after, the expolsion dies down and the building is still in flames. 

Leah, Megan and Ryan let go of one another and look around, all we see is the burning corpses leading to a burning building.

LEAH
Dean!

Leah runs over to Dean who is out from the fall, Megan and Ryan follow.

LEAH
Come on Dean, don't die on me

Leah checks his heart rate and then gives him mouth to mouth.


CLOSE UP

Dean's eyes open

END CLOSE UP

Dean begins to cough as he is alive

LEAH
Your alive!

Dean and Leah embrace with a kiss.

DEAN
Did everyone make it.

LEAH
Ray didn't

DEAN
God bless his soul.

Dean and Leah proceed to the hummer where Megan and Ryan are waiting.

Megan and Ryan embrace with Dean.

DEAN
Where to from here?

LEAH
I think you and I can go somewhere

DEAN
What about these two, they both have no family left?

LEAH
You need company?

MEGAN
Oh I think we will manage.

Dean takes one last look at the inferno

DEAN
Let's get out of here, before we have to answer questions.

Everybody agrees.

The four remaining humans pile into the Hummer, Dean takes the wheel, Leah rides shot gun and Megan and Ryan occupy the back seats.


WIDE SHOT

The Hummer takes off onto the Highway.


A shot of a sign saying YOU ARE NOW LEAVING DURAN BAY, VISIT ANYTIME.

SCENE FADES OUT

["I Got The Power by H-Blocks" plays over the closing credits]

